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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
The goal of environmental cleanup is to ensure that site conditions present no unacceptable risks 
to human health and the environment. The regulatory cleanup process governing site cleanups 
is designed to ensure the site remains protective after all remedial actions are completed. 
Mechanisms for ensuring environmental protection over time can vary depending on the final 
remedies chosen for sites, and the governing federal and State regulatory programs.  

The objective of this paper is to identify mechanisms for evaluating ongoing protectiveness at 
federal facility sites that have achieved site closeout that allows for unlimited use/unrestricted 
exposure (UU/UE). For the purpose of this paper, federal facility sites include all environmental 
restoration sites (with the exception of leaking underground storage tank (LUST) sites) regulated 
under federal and/or State authorities. This category of sites may present challenges for 
evaluating their continuing protectiveness as they are typically not subject to periodic reporting 
requirements or periodic State review. 

Issues affecting the long-term environmental protection of closed federal facility sites may 
include new information about known contaminants; new or emerging contaminants or 
pathways; newly discovered areas of contamination; and activities at the site following closure. 
It is important that States have procedures and systems in place to keep track, and if necessary, 
revisit these sites should a protectiveness issue arise subsequent to closure. 
 
The ASTSWMO State Federal Coordination Focus Group requested information from the 50 
States, five Territories, and the District of Columbia (States) on their management of closed 
federal facility sites, including State definitions of site closeout; State experiences with reopening 
closed federal facility sites; and, their ability to track or revisit sites that have achieved site 
closeout. Thirty-three States responded to our request. The analysis of State responses has 
resulted in a list of recommendations for States intended to improve their site management 
capabilities.  
 
Key Findings: 
 

• Approximately half of the responding States have a definition of site closeout similar to 
the one provided by the Focus Group. Although State definitions vary, most States have 
cleanup standards that essentially achieve the equivalent of UU/UE. Consequently, these 
sites are not subject to any form of post-closure review. 
 

• Few of the responding States have reopened sites that were previously closed to UU/UE 
even though all States reported that they have the authority and ability to reopen sites if 
necessary. 
 

• A relatively low percentage of responding States (approximately 25%) maintain a 
database that is capable of being searched for closed federal facility sites.  
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• For States that have a database that can track closed sites, a majority indicated that the 
“closed” sites category in their database includes sites closed under any of their closure 
criteria (e.g., closure to UU/UE, closure with institutional controls, and risk-based 
closure). However, many of these databases are not capable of distinguishing the specific 
criteria used for closing a site.  In other words, the database identifies the site as closed 
and does not specify the criteria used to achieve closure (risk-based, UU/UE, etc.). 

 

• Of the States without the ability to search databases, most States have no plans to 
develop a database or other mechanism to track closed sites. 

 

• Paper file reviews are the most frequent alternative tracking mechanisms for closed sites.  
 

Focus Group Recommendations 
 

• States should consider developing policy, guidance, or regulation (if not currently 
established) that identifies the circumstances that would trigger re-evaluation of sites 
closed to UU/UE to facilitate the ability to address a protectiveness issue. 
 

• States should consider developing a system (electronic or other means) that can track 
closed federal facility sites. This allows prior decisions to be evaluated through time as 
new or different information becomes available. An electronic database would reduce 
the need to conduct the more resource demanding file reviews. Electronic databases are 
most useful if they are searchable by closure criteria and/or site specific data such as 
contaminants of concern (COCs). 
 
Additional suggestions regarding electronic tracking options include: 
 

o Adding a COC column to an existing database. States may work with their 
Federal Facilities and collect the Electronic Data Deliverables (EDDs) for the 
purpose of tracking this information in a Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 
database which can be easily queried and display the data spatially.  
 

o Track “site use” so contaminants that are typically associated with a particular 
site use can be easily identified in the future. 

 

o States may benefit from reviewing what the Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), the National Contingency 
Plan (NCP), and Executive Order 12580 require concerning the development 
and maintenance of administrative records for conducting environmental 
restoration activities at federal facilities. Guidance that promotes 
development of common terminology would be useful for the overall 
management of the information that supports State and federal 
environmental cleanup programs. If not currently available, guidance may be 
developed that promotes creation of systems for efficient and effective 
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information handling throughout the site closeout process. Support 
information for this system should include both data (e.g., chemical sampling) 
and records (documentation that supports the decision-making). 

• If a State determines that an electronic database is not feasible, States should consider 
developing another internal tracking system or contact the responsible federal agency to 
determine if site closure information can be obtained from the federal administrative 
record  or federal agency’s internal data systems. 

 
II. PROJECT SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS 
 
This report is limited to closed federal facility sites in order to reflect the mission of the Federal 
Facilities Research Center and the State Federal Coordination Focus Group. However, the 
information provided in this study, including the findings and recommendations, appear 
applicable to non-federal sites as well.   
 
A. Description of State Information Request  
 
To achieve the project objective of identifying mechanisms for ensuring environmental 
protection of federal facility sites closed to UU/UE, the Focus Group sent an information request 
to States consisting of 10 questions. These questions sought feedback on four areas concerning 
protectiveness of closed federal facility sites: 
 

1. State definition and criteria for site closeout; 
2. State occurrences of reopening closed sites;  
3. State mechanisms for reopening closed sites; and  
4. State ability to track closed federal facility sites.  

 
As the focus of this study was closed federal facility sites, the Focus Group provided States with 
the following definitions as the baseline for comparison with State definitions:   
 

Federal facility site:1 “a distinct area (site) of a facility/property currently or formerly 
owned by, or constructed or manufactured for the purpose of leasing to, the Federal 
government. Facilities/Installations/Properties may have more than one site.” 

 
Site closeout:2  “occurs when cleanup goals have been achieved that allow unrestricted 
use of the property (i.e., no further long-term management (LTM), including land-use 
controls, is required).”  

 
The questions are listed below: 
 

                                                           
1 This definition was created by the Focus Group based on our State experiences and the various definitions under 
RCRA, CERCLA, federal guidance, and State authorities. 
2 From The Environmental Site Closeout Process Guide, Department of Defense, 1999. 
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1. Does your State have a term or definition for site closures that differs from the definition 
of site closeout provided by the Focus Group? 

2. Does your State have a definition of unlimited use/unrestricted exposure (UU/UE)? 
3. What criteria do your State use to determine that a federal facility site has been closed? 
4. Has your State ever re-opened a closed federal facility site when an issue of 

protectiveness had arisen? 
o If so, indicate the reason for re-opening the site. 

5. What mechanisms do States have available to address a closed federal facility site where 
protectiveness issues have arisen? 

6. Does your State have an electronic database that can specifically filter federal facility sites 
that are closed under your State’s criteria for “closed site”? 

o Is your data base publicly available? 
7. What criteria do your database track to identify federal facility sites as closed? 
8. Does your State have the ability to identify closed federal facility sites in some other way 

(not an electronic database)? 
9. Does your State have plans to develop/update a database or other mechanisms that can 

track the types of closed federal facility sites identified in information request? 
10. Please provide any additional State-specific information that may be relevant to this 

study. 
 
The Focus Group anticipated that the information provided by States could be used to develop 
conclusions regarding the capability of States to address protectiveness issues at federal facility 
sites closed to UU/UE and make recommendations for improving the States’ site management 
capabilities.  
 
B. Project Limitations 
 
The results of this study confirmed that States have varying definitions and criteria for “site 
closeout,” many of which differ from the definition provided by the Focus Group. The analysis of 
State responses makes note where potential or actual inconsistent State interpretations may 
exist. State feedback also indicates that the interpretation of the questions related to State 
tracking mechanisms could vary given the diversity of State databases and recordkeeping 
systems. However, such occurrences did not have a significant impact on the report’s conclusions 
and recommendations.  
 
III. THE SITE CLOSEOUT PROCESS AND LONG-TERM PROTECTIVENESS 
 
The closure of federal facilities can occur over an extended period of time.  Sometimes there will 
be closure of certain operable units while other areas are still being investigated.  In addition, 
closed federal facility sites that have been transferred to non-federal entities are prime locations 
for private and/or public (State and local municipalities) redevelopment. There is a challenge to 
ensuring that closed facilities remain protective in the long term due to issues such as: new 
information about known contaminants, new or emerging contaminants or pathways, newly 
discovered contaminants or areas of contamination, and activities at the site following closure. 
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It is important for States have procedures and systems in place to keep track, and if necessary, 
revisit these sites should a protectiveness issue arise subsequent to closure. 
 
A. Site Closeout Process 
 
The major phases associated with the environmental restoration processes at federal facilities 
are shown in Figures 1 and 2, which are excerpted from the 1999 Department of Defense (DoD) 
document, The Environmental Site Closeout Process Guide, a document developed with input by 
representatives from ASTSWMO, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and DoD. As 
indicated in the figures, sites do not have to complete each phase of the site closeout process to 
achieve site closeout.  

 
B. Long-term Protectiveness 
 

This paper focuses on closed federal facility sites that do not require the implementation and 
maintenance of a remedy (i.e., engineering and/or institutional controls). Evaluating 
protectiveness becomes problematic if a site has been closed to UU/UE as federal regulations 
typically do not require any future monitoring of these sites and there is no obvious way to apply 
any new risk information to these sites.  However, the same factors considered when conducting 
a CERCLA five-year review and Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) post-closure care 
are applicable to these closed sites for determining their long-term protectiveness of human 
health and the environment.3 These factors generally fall into one of four categories. The first 
two categories can affect multiple sites while the second two are related to conditions or 
activities at a particular site: 
 
New information about known contaminants 
 
In this category, we have adequately investigated the site and know the location and 
concentrations of the COCs at the site. However, new information concerning the COCs has 
emerged such as revised toxicity or regulatory standards. A significant change in these standards 
may require sites with the associated COCs to be revisited. 
 
New or emerging contaminants or pathways 
 
In this category, we may not have had adequate information about a COC or a particular pathway 
at the time of the investigation. Examples of this are emerging contaminants such as 
perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) and perfluorooctyl sulfonates (PFOS), or emerging pathways of 

                                                           
3 For sites that do not achieve UU/UE, CERCLA and RCRA programs generally have adequate guidance and procedures 
available to ensure the protectiveness of a closed site in the event of a change in circumstances as described in the 
above categories. For example, CERCLA requires five-year reviews after response actions are complete and when 
contaminants are left in place above UU/UE.   Under the RCRA program sites that are subject to post-closure care 
(long-term groundwater monitoring, maintenance of landfill covers, etc.) typically require periodic reporting on the 
protectiveness of the remedy.  
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exposure such as vapor intrusion. Additional on-site investigations may be necessary to look for 
occurrences of the COC or to evaluate a route of exposure.  

Newly discovered contaminants or areas of contaminants 
 
This category includes contaminants or areas of contamination that were not identified during 
the initial investigation, cleanup, and closeout decision. This may include contamination 
concerning an industrial operation or disposal activity in a portion of a large site that was not 
known during early investigations. It could also include laboratory or contractor error, false or 
inaccurate data, or faulty investigation techniques.  

Activities at the site following closure 
 
This category includes anthropogenic or natural activities that occur at a site. Man-caused 
activities include changes in land use. Natural activities affecting protectiveness may include 
changing hydrogeologic conditions like river channel migration, exposure of previously buried 
contaminated soils, or natural disaster events such as hurricanes, earthquakes, and wild fires.
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Figure 1. General Environmental Site Closeout Process (CERCLA) 
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Figure 2. General Environmental Site Closeout Process (RCRA)
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IV. ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES 
 
Thirty-three States participated in our research by providing information about their federal 
facility programs. The number of States responses per question varied as some States did not 
have information or did not find the questions applicable to their programs. An analysis of 
responses is provided in this section. Data for specific questions are provided in Appendix C. 
 
A. Site Closeout 
 
Does your State have a term or definition for site closure that differs from the one above? 
 

The following definition was provided to States: 

“Site closeout occurs when cleanup goals have been 
achieved that allow unrestricted use of the property (i.e., 
no further long term management, including institutional 
controls and Five-Year Reviews, is required).” 

The results confirm that States have varying definitions of 
site closeout. Out of the 33 States that responded, 18 
States indicated that their definition is similar to the one 
provided by the Focus Group and 15 States have 
definitions that differ from the provided definition. 
 
The Focus Group found that while many States have 
either a definition of site closeout that differed from the 
one provided by ASTSWMO or have no formal definition of UU/UE, in practice, a majority of 
States (20 of 33) allow for UU/UE as a site completion/closeout criteria. Based on these results it 
appears there could be a large number of closed sites (sites closed to UU/UE) that are not subject 
to any form of long-term management. 

Does your State have a definition for unlimited use/unrestricted exposure (UU/UE)? 
 
Of the 34 State responses, 14 indicted they had a 
definition of UU/UE. While most of these definitions 
appear to be similar in that they allow for unrestricted 
use, several States gave a definition that qualifies use.  For 
example, six of the 14 States had no formal definition but 
commented they had an equivalent concept of some sort 
of unrestricted use. Some States that do not have a 
definition do employ the concept that a site can be closed 
to unrestricted use. Eleven of the 20 States that do not 
have a definition for UU/UE provided no additional 
comment. Note:  Oregon selected both yes and no. 

Figure 3. Do States have a term or 
definition for site closure that differs 
from the one provided? 

No
20

Yes
14

Figure 4. Does your State have a 
definition for UU/UE?  
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What criteria does your State use to determine that a federal facility site has been closed? 
 
This question was intended to gain a perspective of the various closure criteria available under 
each State’s cleanup program. From a list of various closure criteria, States were asked to indicate 
all applicable performance standards for achieving closure within their programs.   As indicated 
in the Table 1, site closure can be achieved in most States under various cleanup criteria. 
  

Table 1:   
 
Criteria States use to determine that a federal facility site has been closed 

Closure Criteria States 

Background/non-detect for non-
naturally occurring constituents 

AL,  AZ,  AR,  CA, IL, IN, KS, KY, MS, MT, NE, NJ, 
NM, OK, OR, PA, SC, SD, TN, TX, VA,  WY 

UU/UE determination 
MS, MT, NE, NJ, NY, OK, RI, SC, TN, TX, VA, WY, 
AL, AK, AZ, AR, CA, IL, KS, KY 

Risk-based cleanup levels (e.g. 
industrial/commercial land use) 

AL,  AZ, AR, DE, ID, IL, IN, KS, KY, LA, MI, MS, MT, 
NM, OK, OR, PA,  SC, SD, TN, TX, UT, VA, WI 

State promulgated standards AZ, KY, NJ, NY, OR, PA, SD, UT, WI 

Federal promulgated standards AZ, KY, NY 

Institutional and land use controls AL, AK, CA, IL, LA, MN, MT, NJ, OR, TN, TX, UT 

 
B. Reopening Closed Sites 
 

ASTSWMO asked States if they have reopened a closed federal facility site when an issue of 
protectiveness had arisen. If so, States were then asked to indicate the reason(s) for reopening 
the site.  
 
Has your State ever reopened a closed federal facility site where an issue of protectiveness has 
arisen? 

 
Of the 33 States that responded seven States indicated 
they had reopened a closed site:  AL, KY, MI, MS, SC, TX, 
and UT. Three of these States (AL, MI, MS) indicated they 
have reopened multiple sites. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

No
26

Yes
7

Figure 5. Has State reopened a 
closed federal facility site?  
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What reason(s) has your State reopened a closed federal facility site? Select all that apply. 
 
States were provided examples to facilitate their response and help quantify the results. As 
shown in Table 2, the most prevalent reason given for reopening a closed site was a “previously 
unidentified release, although the variety of other reasons given indicate that the circumstances 
are site specific such as land redevelopment and due diligence in property sales.   
 

Table 2:   
 
Criteria States use to determine that a federal facility site has been closed 

Why did State reopen a closed federal facility site? State(s)  

Previously unidentified release AL, MS, SC 

New or revised cleanup standards MS 

Emerging or new contaminants MS, MI 

New exposure pathway UT,MI 

Implementation of land use controls (LUCs) SC 

Remedial response actions were determined, 
subsequent to completion of the initial closure, to have 
not met site closeout criteria 

MS 

Current landowner raised concerns that the military 
contractor failed to complete closure of multiple solid 
waste management units (SWMUs) due to errors in the 
location of contaminated soils intended for excavation. 

TX 

Reported unauthorized excavation of a cap (note this 
site would not appear to meet the criteria of a closed 
site as defined for this paper). 

KY 

New toxicological information  

Revised risk estimates  

Change in anticipated land use  

 
The pie chart below (Figure 6) groups the responses into the four categories that may affect long-
term protectiveness. 
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Figure 6:  Categories for Reopening Closed Sites 

The low number of States that reported revisiting closed sites has a number of possible 
explanations including: 
 

• The closed sites that are the focus of this study are not the more complex type of sites 
where closure required implementation of engineering, and/or institutional controls as 
well as post-closure operation and maintenance (i.e. long term groundwater monitoring). 
Two States commented that although they have not reopened sites closed to 
unrestricted use they have revisited sites closed with restrictions based on either 
protectiveness issues identified during five-year eviews or changes in future land use.  
 

• States may not have existing policies or guidance that identify the circumstances where 
sites closed to UU/UE should be re-evaluated to address long-term protectiveness. This 
contrasts with sites closed with restrictions for which there are typically regulatory 
mechanisms that require periodic review of their protectiveness. (Note: States were not 
queried on whether they have established policy or guidance indicating when closed sites 
should be re-evaluated.) 
 

• As will be detailed below, a significant number of States do not have an electronic 
database that allows them to track closed federal facility sites. However, States did not 
report that their lack of a searchable database is related to their response to this 
question.  

 

C. State Mechanisms for Reopening Closed Sites 
 

ASTSWMO asked States to identify the mechanisms they have available to address a closed 
federal facility site where protectiveness issues have arisen. All States reported they have the 
authority and ability to reopen closed sites, if necessary. The responses indicated that the 
regulatory mechanism can vary based on the regulatory program the site is managed under. A 

Newly identified 
release or extent of 
known release

5

Revised cleanup standards 
for known COCs or new 

emerging COCs

3

Implementation 
of LUCs or 

disturbance of 
engineering 

control

2

Remedial actions 
did not meet 
closeout criteria

2
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number of States also cited the option of using the dispute resolution process of the Defense 
State Memorandum of Agreement (DSMOA) should the lead federal agency disagree with the 
State request to revisit a closed site due to a protectiveness issue.   
 

The issue of State authority does not appear to be a factor on the reported instances of States 
reopening closed federal facility sites as all States responded they have the authority and ability 
to reopen these sites. As noted above, the Focus Group did not query States on whether or not 
they have established policies and guidance concerning the circumstances that would prompt 
closed sites to be re-evaluated for protectiveness. Therefore, it could not be determined to what 
extent having such policy or guidance in place could be a factor in helping States identify 
protectiveness issues at these types of closed sites.  
 
D. Tracking Closed Federal Facility Sites 
  

The ability of States to track closed sites is integral to ensuring their continued protectiveness in 
the event of a substantial change in site conditions. The following set of questions sought 
information on State electronic databases and other State information management tools 
available for tracking closed federal facility sites.  
 
Does your State have an electronic database that can specifically filter federal facility sites that 
are closed under your State’s criteria for “closed site”? 
 

Of the 33 States that responded, 12 have the ability to filter their electronic databases to 
specifically identify federal facility sites that have been closed and 21 States do not. As this was 
a “yes” or “no” question States were not asked to provide explanations. Therefore, the basis for 
a “no” response was not provided (i.e., are State databases incapable of tracking any closed site, 
federal or non-federal?). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

Table 3 

 

States that have an electronic database 

that can identify closed federal facility sites 

 
Alaska 
Arkansas 
California 
Delaware 
Kansas 
Louisiana 

 
Missouri 
Montana 
New Jersey 
Oklahoma 
Pennsylvania 
South Carolina 

No
21

Yes
12

Figure 7. Does State have electronic 
database that can identify closed 
federal facility sites? 
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If your database can specifically filter federal facility sites that are closed under your State’s 
criteria for “closed site”, is your database publicly available?  
 

Eight of the 12 States that responded have a database that is publicly accessible:  AK, AR, CA, DE, 
KS, MT, NJ, and PA. These results indicate that a relatively low percentage of States maintain a 
public database that is capable of searching for closed federal facility sites. See Appendix C for a 
listed of State publicly accessible websites. 

What criteria does your database track to identify federal facility sites as closed? Select all that 
apply. 
 
For this question States were provided with three closure criteria: background/non-detect for 
non-naturally occurring constituents; UU/UE determination, risk-based cleanup levels) to select 
from.  State responses are provided in Table 4.  States could also provide any other closure criteria 
that their databases can track. These criteria are provided in Table 5.   
 
Of the 33 responding States, 19 have one or more criteria that their database will use to indicate 
a site as “closed”. The responses also indicated: 

• Of the 19 States that cited closure criteria the responses covered a broad range of closure 
criteria. Ten States indicated they use a single criterion while one State listed four criteria. 
The remaining States listed two or three criteria.  
 

• UU/UE and risk-based cleanup levels are the most common closure criteria (6 States each) 
for sites indicated as “closed” in the State database. 
 

• Four States have background/non-detect for non-naturally occurring constituents as 
criteria for sites indicated as “closed” in the State database. 
 

• Five States that do not have electronic databases which can filter closed federal facilities 
did list criteria used by their database for indicating the site has achieved closure.   

The responses to this question were somewhat similar to the question “What criteria does your 
State use to determine that a federal facility site has been closed?” in the broad range of closure 
criteria cited. However, the percentage of States that provided a response was lower for this 
question which again indicates that many State databases are not capable of distinguishing the 
criteria used for closing a site (the database only indicates the site as closed and does not specify 
the criteria used to achieve closure (risk-based, UU/UE, etc.)).  
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Table 4 
 
Closeout criteria tracked by State electronic Databases 

Closeout Criteria in Database State(s) 

UU/UE Determination AK, ID, MO, MT, RI, SC 

Risk-based cleanup levels AK, DE, MT, OR, PA, SC 

Background/non-detect for non-naturally 
occurring constituents 

MT, OR, PA, SC 

 
 

Table 5 
 
Additional Closeout criteria tracked by State electronic Databases 

States Closeout Criteria in Database 

Arkansas 
Names, locations, dates of events;  institutional controls and environmental 
covenants 

California Sites are tracked by a “Status” Field. State is working on upgrades. 

Indiana Virtual File Cabinet- Site Closure 

Kansas Site status is “Resolved” 

Louisiana 
Attainment of NFA, NRI, COC status. Future plans are to include site- specific 
closure details. 

Missouri Regulatory concurrence letter for closure requests 

Montana O&M status if needed to remain protective 

New Jersey Filtered by DoD federal facilities; Manually on list without details 

Oklahoma Management definition 

Oregon 
NFA or other determination not specific to federal facilities; Information 
about long-term controls that may be in-place; Posting of key documents 
about a site. 

Pennsylvania Safety and Health Standards (SHS) Attainment 

Texas 
Date of agency letter approving closure. Database may not specify the unit 
that was closed or the standard it was closed to. 

Wisconsin Closure letter issued 
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Does your State have the ability to identify closed federal facility sites in some other way (not an 
electronic database)? 
 
Of the 33 responding States, 20 have a means of 
determining a closed federal facility site other than 
through the use of an electronic database, including nine 
States – AK, KS, LA, MO, MT, NJ, OK, PA and SC – that also 
have an electronic database. Of these 20 States, paper file 
reviews is the primary alternative for 14 States.  
 
Thirteen States do not have an alternative way of 
identifying closed federal sites. Three States – AR, CA and 
DE – seem to rely solely on their electronic database 
systems to determine closed federal facility sites. The 
remaining states appear to have no means of determining 
closed federal facility sites.  
 
 
Does your State have plans to develop/update a database or other mechanisms that can track 
the types of closed federal facility sites identified in this information request? 
 

Of the 33 States responding, only seven have plans to update or develop a database, or 
implement other mechanisms for tracking closed federal facility sites:  CA, IL, LA, MA, OK, SC, and 
TN. It should be noted that four of the seven States – CA, LA, OK, and SC – can currently filter for 
closed federal facility sites. State responses indicate a large majority of States have no plans to 
develop or update a database, or develop another mechanism for tracking these sites.  
 

E. Additional State Specific Information 
 
The Focus Group requested additional State-specific information that may be relevant to 
ensuring protectiveness at federal facility sites. Five of the 33 States that participated in this 
project provided additional comments: 
 

• A total of four States – ID, LA, RI, and TX – do not track closed federal facility sites in their 
databases any differently than non-federal sites.  

 

• Louisiana added that a site that has received no further action (NFA) or certificate of 
completion status retains that status, so long as conditions do not change. Additionally, 
site status is not automatically revisited due to changes to promulgated cleanup 
standards or emerging contaminants, but each case has to be evaluated upon its own 
merits. 

 

• The Rhode Island database contains all sites in the State, both federal and private. The 
database does not filter sites. 

No
13Yes

20

Figure 8. Does State have alternative 
to database for tracking closed 
federal facility sites? 
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• Texas utilizes partnerships with leadfederal agencies to provide additional lines of 
communication that include access to site information located on federal databases. 

 

• Oregon explained that federal facilities are a small part of their cleanup program. 
Therefore, they have no plans to develop a tracking system for this limited number of 
sites. 

 

V. KEY FINDINGS & RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
This study evaluated several areas of State cleanup programs related to ensuring long-term 
protectiveness of federal sites closed to UU/UE. These areas included: a) State definition of site 
closeout and how it relates to the Focus Group definition; b) State experiences with reopening 
closed federal sites; c) State mechanisms for reopening a closed site due to protectiveness issues; 
and, d) State mechanisms for tracking closed federal sites. Below are the principle findings and 
recommendations from the analysis of the 33 State responses: 
 
A. Findings 
 

Of the 33 States that responded: 
 

• Regarding the State definition of UU/UE, about half of States indicated that their 
definition was similar to that of the Focus Group. In addition, most States indicated that 
risk-based cleanup, which allows for a range of cleanup objectives (i.e., closure to UU/UE, 
closure with engineering/institutional controls, etc.), is also a closure option in their 
States.  
 

• Most States have cleanup standards that allow for closure which is equivalent to UU/UE. 
Sites closed to this standard are typically not subject to long term management, which   
presents challenges for evaluating their continuing protectiveness since they are typically 
not subject to periodic reporting requirements or periodic State review. 
 

• Most States have not reopened sites closed to UU/UE. Where sites have been reopened 
the most frequent reason was the identification of a “previously unidentified release”. 
 

• All States responded they have the authority or ability to reopen closed federal facility 
sites. Therefore, the issue of State authority does not appear to be a factor regarding the 
low number of instances reported for revisiting closed sites. 
 

• Twelve of the responding States maintain an electronic database that is capable of 
searching for closed federal sites. Of those States, eight reported that their database was 
publicly available.  
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• For States that have a database that tracks closed sites, a majority indicated that the 
“closed” sites category in their database includes sites closed under any of their closure 
criteria (e.g., closure to UU/UE, risk-based closure, etc.). However, many State databases 
are not capable of distinguishing the criteria used for closing a site. 
 

• It appears a significant number of responding States (10) lack the ability to track closed 
federal sites regardless of the closure criteria. 
 

• Regarding alternative tracking mechanisms for closed sites, the most frequent response 
(14 States) was ‘file review’.  
 

• A large majority of States have no plans to develop or update a database or other 
mechanism for tracking closed federal facility sites.  

 
B. Recommendations 
 

• To facilitate the ability to address a protectiveness issue, States should consider 
developing policy, guidance, or regulation (if not currently established) that identifies the 
circumstances that would trigger re-evaluation of sites closed to UU/UE to facilitate the 
ability to address a protectiveness issue. 
 

• States should consider developing a system (electronic or other means) that can track 
closed federal facility sites. This allows prior decisions to be evaluated through time as 
new or different information becomes available. An electronic database would reduce 
the need to conduct the more resource demanding file reviews. Electronic databases are 
most useful if they are searchable by closure criteria and/or site specific data such as 
COCs. 
 
Additional suggestions regarding electronic tracking options include: 
 

o Adding a COC column to an existing database. States may work with their 
Federal Facilities and collect the Electronic Data Deliverables (EDDs) for the 
purpose of tracking this information in a Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 
database which can be easily queried and display the data spatially.  
 

o Track “site use” so contaminants that are typically associated with a particular 
site use can be easily identified in the future. 

 

o States may benefit from reviewing what the Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), the National Contingency 
Plan (NCP), and Executive Order 12580 require concerning the development 
and maintenance of administrative records for conducting environmental 
restoration activities at federal facilities. Guidance that promotes 
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development of common terminology would be useful for the overall 
management of the information that supports State and federal 
environmental cleanup programs. If not currently available, guidance may be 
developed that promotes creation of systems for efficient and effective 
information handling throughout the site closeout process. Support 
information for this system should include both data (e.g., chemical sampling) 
and records (documentation that supports the decision-making). 

• If a State determines that an electronic database is not feasible, States should consider 
developing another internal tracking system or contact the responsible federal agency to 
determine if site closure information can be obtained from the federal administrative 
record  or federal agency’s internal data systems. 
 

VI. Areas for Future Research 
 

• This project did not seek information from States on the occurrences of protectiveness 
issues at federal sites closed with restrictions. Identifying the number and frequency of 
protectiveness issues arising at such sites may assist States in determining the need to 
track sites closed to UU/UE. 

 

• State capability for tracking closed munition response sites (MRS) may factor into 
whether States can concur that such sites can be closed to UU/UE (clean closed) or 
whether institutional controls are necessary for all MRSs (excluding small arms only sites).  

 

• For this study States were not asked general questions about their electronic tracking 
capability of federal sites (sites currently in the cleanup process or closed) so it could not 
be determined whether the limitations identified are more broad in scope (i.e., a State 
may not be able to electronically track any federal site). Therefore, we do not know the 
level of effort required by States to develop the capability to track closed sites.  
 

• States were not queried on whether they have established policy or guidance concerning 
the circumstances that would prompt closed sites to be re-evaluated for protectiveness. 
Therefore, it could not be determined to what extent having such policy or guidance in 
place could be factors in helping States identify protectiveness issues at these types of 
closed sites. 
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APPENDIX A: STATES WITH PUBLICLY ACCESSIBLE DATABASES THAT CAN SEARCH FOR CLOSED 
FEDERAL SITES. 
 
Alaska: http://dec.alaska.gov/spar/csp/db_search.htm  
 
Arkansas: RCRA info/CERCLIS 
 
California: www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov 
 
Delaware: www.dnrec.state.de.us/ssd 
 
Kansas: http://kansas.kdhe.state.ks.us/plsISL/ISL_Pub_Search 
 
Montana: http://svc.mt.gov/deq/OLQS/SRS/Query.aspx. 
 
New Jersey: www.nj.gov/dep/opra/online.html 
 
Pennsylvania: http://www.portal.state.pa.us/portal/server.pt/community/tools/6014  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://dec.alaska.gov/spar/csp/db_search.htm
http://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/
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http://svc.mt.gov/deq/OLQS/SRS/Query.aspx
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APPENDIX B:  STATE RESPONSES TO ASTSWMO INFORMATION REQUEST 
 
Tables B-1 through B-X in this Appendix provide responses submitted to ASTSWMO by States that participated in this report. Each Table 
provides information to a specific question in the information request. If a State did not respond to a specific question they are not listed 
in the corresponding table. 

Table B-1 
 
Does your State have a term or definition for site closeout that differs from ASTSWMO’s?   
 

Site Closeout:  "occurs when cleanup goals have been achieved that allow unrestricted use of the property (i.e., no further long 
term management, including institutional controls and Five-Year Reviews, is required).” 

 

State Response Comment 

Alabama No  

Alaska Yes We use the terms “Cleanup Complete” which equates with the “Site Closeout” definition above, and 
“Cleanup Complete with Institutional Controls (ICs)” for sites that have achieved approved risk-based 
cleanup levels that are not suitable for unrestricted use. 

Arizona Yes ARS 49-201(5) -   "Clean closure" means implementation of all actions specified in an aquifer protection 
permit, if any, as closure requirements, as well as elimination, to the greatest degree practicable, of any 
reasonable probability of further discharge from the facility and of either exceeding aquifer water quality 
standards at the applicable point of compliance or, if an aquifer water quality standard is exceeded at the 
time the permit is issued, causing further degradation of the aquifer at the applicable point of compliance 
as provided in section 49-243, subsection B, paragraph 3. Clean closure also means postclosure 
monitoring and maintenance are unnecessary to meet the requirements in an aquifer protection permit. 

Arkansas No  

California No  

Delaware No  

Idaho No  

Illinois Yes  

Indiana No  
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Table B-1 
 
Does your State have a term or definition for site closeout that differs from ASTSWMO’s?   
 

Site Closeout:  "occurs when cleanup goals have been achieved that allow unrestricted use of the property (i.e., no further long 
term management, including institutional controls and Five-Year Reviews, is required).” 

 

State Response Comment 

Kansas No  

Kentucky Yes For hazardous waste sites, site closeout is considered complete when either remediation goals for the 
entire property are met or once the site has been determined to be of no threat due to management and 
institutional controls being finalized. 

Louisiana Yes Sites requiring remediation are closed out under either of two programs: the Department’s Risk-Based 
Corrective Action Program (RECAP) regulation and its Voluntary Remediation Program (VRP).  Under 
RECAP, sites may be closed out to residential (unrestricted) or non-industrial (restricted) standards/use. 
Closing a site out to Non-residential use requires filing of one or more Notice(s) on the property by the 
owner at the local courthouse having jurisdiction. In both instances, sites receive a No Further Action 
(NFA) Notification letter. Sites may also be closed using data submitted but which do not implement the 
RECAP process; in such instances, a No Further Interest (NFI) status letter is issued.  Under the VRP, when 
constituents of concern meet respective remedial standards, the site receives a Certificate of Completion 
(COC) letter. 

Massachusetts No  

Michigan Yes MDEQ regulations do not reference “site close out”.  Property where remedial action has been complete 
for unrestricted residential use is no longer a “facility.”  As such, there is no longer regulatory oversight. 

Mississippi Yes We have site closures based on risk, property usage and ownership. 

Missouri No  
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Table B-1 
 
Does your State have a term or definition for site closeout that differs from ASTSWMO’s?   
 

Site Closeout:  "occurs when cleanup goals have been achieved that allow unrestricted use of the property (i.e., no further long 
term management, including institutional controls and Five-Year Reviews, is required).” 

 

State Response Comment 

Montana Yes Under the Comprehensive Environmental Cleanup and Responsibility Act (CECRA), Section 75-10-701, et 
seq., MCA, a facility may be delisted even if it has not been cleaned up to unrestricted use.  For example, a 
facility could be delisted if it is cleaned up to commercial use and has a DEQ-approved institutional control 
placed pursuant to Section 75-10-727, MCA, that restricts residential use.   ARM 17.55.114(3) provides in 
pertinent part: (3) The department may not delete from the CECRA priority list a facility that is subject to 
continuing engineering controls or institutional controls unless the engineering or institutional controls 
consist of: (a) deed restrictions or restrictive covenants that run with the land and that have been 
approved by the department and duly recorded; (b) zoning restrictions; or (c) a designated controlled 
ground water area as provided for in 85-2-506 , MCA. ** Note that Montana DEQ’s comments throughout 
this document pertain to facilities listed on the CECRA priority list.  DEQ may not have a any regulatory 
involvement for federal facilities that are not listed on the CECRA priority list. 

Nebraska No  

New Jersey Yes No further action letter” means a written determination by the Department that, based upon an 
evaluation of the historical use of the site, or of an area of concern or areas of concern at that site, as 
applicable, and any other investigation or action the Department deems necessary, there are no 
contaminants present at the site, at the area of concern or areas of concern, or at any other site to which 
a discharge originating at the site has migrated, or that any contaminants present at the site or that have 
migrated from the site have been remediated in accordance with applicable remediation statutes, rules 
and guidance and all applicable permits and authorizations have been obtained.  Defined at N.J.A.C. 7:26C 
(administrative Requirements for Oversight of Contaminated Sites)  In addition unrestricted use is defined 
at N.J.A.C. 7:26E.  Links to N.J.A.C. 7:26C, D and E can be found at www.NJ.gov/dep/rules 

New Mexico No  

New York No It's not actually a term we use. 
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Table B-1 
 
Does your State have a term or definition for site closeout that differs from ASTSWMO’s?   
 

Site Closeout:  "occurs when cleanup goals have been achieved that allow unrestricted use of the property (i.e., no further long 
term management, including institutional controls and Five-Year Reviews, is required).” 

 

State Response Comment 

Oklahoma No  

Oregon DEQ Yes Oregon allows restricted use depending upon such factors such as beneficial uses of land and water, 
zoning, engineering controls, LUCs, etc. 

Oregon DEQ 
(Cleanup 
Program) 

Yes Oregon DEQ does not have a formal definition for ‘site closeout,’ either for federal facilities or any other 
site type. Informally, this term means to us that work agreed upon between DEQ and the site 
owner/operator is done, whether or not that equates to unrestricted property use. However, site 
closeout is not the same thing as a ‘no-further-action’ (NFA) determination, which in Oregon can mean 
either that the property is available for unrestricted use or has restrictions in the form of long-term 
controls. 

Pennsylvania Yes In Pennsylvania a cleanup goal, which results in the unrestricted use of the property, can be obtained by 
entering into the Pennsylvania’s Land Recycling Program (Voluntary Cleanup Program) also knows as the 
“Act 2 program”.  The Act 2 Program encourages the voluntary cleanup and reuse of contaminated sites 
by allowing for attainment of cleanup standards which are based on the future intended use of the 
property.  Upon attainment of these predetermined standards, a “Relief of Liability” will be issued by 
PADEP which offers liability protection for the current and future owners for the area and/or substances 
remediated to the Act 2 standard. 

Rhode Island Yes Site gets a Letter of Compliance (LOC) which essentially means the same thing as above. A site may also 
receive a No Further Action letter (NFA) if it was evaluated only for one specific issue (such as a petroleum 
spill)  and was not fully characterized for other potential COCs 

South Carolina No  

South Dakota No  

Tennessee No  
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Table B-1 
 
Does your State have a term or definition for site closeout that differs from ASTSWMO’s?   
 

Site Closeout:  "occurs when cleanup goals have been achieved that allow unrestricted use of the property (i.e., no further long 
term management, including institutional controls and Five-Year Reviews, is required).” 

 

State Response Comment 

Texas Yes Based on the definition of site closeout provided (regarding the cleanup of unauthorized discharges of 
hazardous constituents from a waste management unit or area of concern) the designation under the 
Texas Risk Reduction Program that has the most similar application is a “no further action” determination. 
TRRP has two major cleanup standards, Remedy Standard A (pollution cleanup) and Remedy Standard B, 
(exposure prevention through engineering and institutional controls). “No further action” is achieved for 
either TRRP Standard A or B when the following cleanup objectives have been achieved:   TRRP Remedy 
Standard A residential land use (equivalent to UU/UE); TRRP Remedy Standard A commercial/industrial 
land use which requires the filing of an institutional control; and,   TRRP Remedy Standard B at the 
termination of the post-response action care period. 

Utah Yes The State of Utah has not defined the term “Site Closeout” formally, but a “risk-based closure” as 
provided in Utah Administrative Code R315-101 (Cleanup and Risk Based Closure Standards) is similar in 
that a management plan for such a site may include a no further action option. Sites that do not meet the 
criteria for a risk-based closure require appropriate management (e.g., corrective action, post-closure 
care, monitoring, site security, etc.).  Compliance with this rule is required for RCRA closure and is used as 
an ARAR under CERCLA.  The owner or operator of a hazardous waste management facility or a facility 
subject to interim status requirements must meet the RCRA closure/post closure requirements of R315-7-
14 and R315-8-7 prior to implementation of any activities described in R315-101. 

Virginia No  

Wisconsin Yes Under s. 292.12(1)(b), Stats., “case closure” means “a determination by the agency with administrative 
authority, based on information available at the time of the review by the agency with administrative 
authority, that no further remedial action is necessary at a site.” 

Wyoming No  
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Table B-2 
 
Does your State have a definition for unlimited use/unrestricted exposure (UU/UE)? If yes, please provide in the Comments box.* 
 

State Response Comment 

Alabama Yes ADEM Admin. Code R. 335-5-1-.03(r) “The designation of acceptable future use at a property or site 
where the remediation levels, based on either background or standard exposure factors, shall have been 
attained in all media to allow the property or site to be used for any purpose.” 

Alaska No Not formally defined in regulation, but in practice we consider residential land use and groundwater being 
a potential drinking water source to be equivalent to UU/UE. 

Arizona No  

Arkansas No  

California Yes Not defined as UU/UE.  DTSC has a “Sensitive Use Policy”.   
http://www.dtsc.ca.gov/LawsRegsPolicies/Policies/SiteCleanup/upload/SMBR_POL_SENSITIVEUSES-
MM_E-02-002.pdf 

Delaware Yes Our definition would be in line with Unrestricted Use. 

Idaho No  

Illinois No While Illinois does not have a formal definition for UU/UE, we default to the Tiered Approach to 
Corrective Action Objectives Tier I residential standards (35 Illinois Administrative Code 742) for soils and 
the Illinois Groundwater Protection Act and accompanying regulations found at 35 IAC 620 for Class I 
groundwater. 

Indiana Yes Unconditional closures are true “walk away” closures that leave the site environmentally suitable for any 
future use. All other closures are conditional. Conditional closure means that IDEM’s closure approval 
depends on one or more ongoing activities or restrictions that reduce exposures to levels acceptable for a 
particular land use. Examples include (but are not limited to) restrictions on residential use, construction 
and maintenance of a physical barrier, or installation and operation of an active system. Closures are 
usually conditional whenever chemical concentrations exceed residential remediation objectives. 

Kansas No  

Kentucky No We do not have a formal definition to my knowledge, but if it has been determined that no further action 
is required and no management or institutional controls were necessary, the site usage is unrestricted. 

Louisiana No  
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Table B-2 
 
Does your State have a definition for unlimited use/unrestricted exposure (UU/UE)? If yes, please provide in the Comments box.* 
 

State Response Comment 

Massachusetts Yes Residential use. 

Michigan No Michigan has risk based criteria that if met would constitute a situation as described in the UU/UE 
concept.  However, there is no specific definition. 

Mississippi Yes We use “unrestricted use” in our orders/agreements with responsible parties 

Missouri Yes  

Montana No DEQ does not have a formal definition of UU/UE in CECRCA or the administrative rules implementing 
CECRA.  In practice, Montana DEQ considers cleanup to residential use from 0-2 feet below ground 
surface and cleanup to excavation/commercial from 2-10 feet (and no restrictions on excavation, etc.) to 
be UU/UE for soil.  Otherwise, the groundwater and surface water must be cleaned up to Circular DEQ-7 
Numeric Water Quality Standards, and other contaminants must not affect the beneficial use of the 
water. 

Nebraska No However, NDEQ still relies on the concept of UU/EE when providing comments/concurrence on 
investigation reports, feasibility reports, and proposed plans. We have not felt it necessary to further 
define this term or develop our own term. 

New Jersey Yes unrestricted use remedial action as defined at N.J.A.C. 7:26E (Technical regulations for Site Remediation - 
"means any remedial action that does not require the continued use of either engineering or institutional 
controls to meet the established health risk or environmental standards. 

New Mexico No  

New York Yes The on-site soil must meet the Unrestricted Use Soil Cleanup Objectives specified in State regulation (6 
NYCRR Part 375). 

Oklahoma Yes Risk-Based Decision Making for Site Cleanup more of a policy definition - basically, below federal 
screening levels or MCLs 

Oregon DEQ No No specific language for UU/UE; although we do acknowledge this type of definition through our cleanup 
process. 
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Table B-2 
 
Does your State have a definition for unlimited use/unrestricted exposure (UU/UE)? If yes, please provide in the Comments box.* 
 

State Response Comment 

Oregon DEQ 
(Cleanup 
Program) 

No  

Pennsylvania Yes Release of Liability and/or Attainment of Statewide Health Standards (Residential and Non Residential) 

Rhode Island Yes RIDEM's definition is that there are no jurisdictional contaminates in any media that exceed our 
residential direct exposure criteria or appropriate groundwater classification. 

South Carolina No  

South Dakota No  

Tennessee No  

Texas Yes Attainment of UU/UE under TRRP occurs when the site has fulfilled the response actions necessary for 
achieving TRRP Remedy Standard A residential land use. 

Utah No The term “unlimited use/unrestricted exposure” or “UU/UE” is not defined in R315-101; but the concept 
of a “risk-based closure” is similar.  A risk-based closure requiring no further action can only be considered 
if the level of risk present at the site is below 1E-6 for carcinogens and a Hazard Index of less than or equal 
to one for non-carcinogens (based on a residential risk assessment) and ecological effects are 
insignificant. 

Virginia No  

Wisconsin No No promulgated definition. However, for the direct contact route for soil contamination, there are 
promulgated procedures for cleanup to reach standards for unrestricted use. 

Wyoming No  
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Table B-3 
 
What criteria does your State use to determine that a federal facility site has been closed? Select all that apply and use the Comments box 
to provide any additional information relevant to your responses. 
 

State Criteria Comments 

Alabama • Background/non-detect for non-naturally occurring 
constituents 

• Unlimited use/unlimited exposure (UU/UE) 
determination 

• Risk-based cleanup levels for 
residential/unrestricted use 

Risk-based cleanup levels for industrial/commercial use 
require land use controls, and therefore, 5-yr 
reviews/inspections. So, these sites would not be closed 
out as defined in the “Introduction” of this questionnaire. 

Alaska • Unlimited use/unlimited exposure (UU/UE) 
determination 

We also consider “Cleanup Complete w/ ICs” as a 
conditional closure that normally triggers a requirement 
for periodic reporting on the land use and effectiveness 
of ICs and Land Use Controls (LUCs). 

Arizona • Background/non-detect for non-naturally occurring 
constituents 

• Unlimited use/unlimited exposure (UU/UE) 
determination 

• Risk-based cleanup levels (e.g., 
industrial/commercial land use) 

• State promulgated standards 

• Federal promulgated standards 

 

Arkansas • Background/non-detect for non-naturally occurring 
constituents 

• Unlimited use/unlimited exposure (UU/UE) 
determination 

• Risk-based cleanup levels (e.g., 
industrial/commercial land use) 
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Table B-3 
 
What criteria does your State use to determine that a federal facility site has been closed? Select all that apply and use the Comments box 
to provide any additional information relevant to your responses. 
 

State Criteria Comments 

California • Background/non-detect for non-naturally occurring 
constituents 

• Unlimited use/unlimited exposure (UU/UE) 
determination 

All checked determinations may be used to make closure 
determinations.  Cleanups that require Land Use Controls 
are tracked separately. 

Delaware • Risk-based cleanup levels (e.g., 
industrial/commercial land use) 

 

Idaho • Risk-based cleanup levels (e.g., 
industrial/commercial land use) 

 

Illinois • Background/non-detect for non-naturally occurring 
constituents 

• Unlimited use/unlimited exposure (UU/UE) 
determination 

• Risk-based cleanup levels (e.g., 
industrial/commercial land use) 

While we do utilize risk-based remediation objectives, 
site close-out is only recognized when remediation 
objectives meet residential standards. 

Indiana • Unlimited use/unlimited exposure (UU/UE) 
determination 

• Risk-based cleanup levels (e.g., 
industrial/commercial land use) 

 

Kansas • Background/non-detect for non-naturally occurring 
constituents 

• Unlimited use/unlimited exposure (UU/UE) 
determination 

• Risk-based cleanup levels (e.g., 
industrial/commercial land use) 
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Table B-3 
 
What criteria does your State use to determine that a federal facility site has been closed? Select all that apply and use the Comments box 
to provide any additional information relevant to your responses. 
 

State Criteria Comments 

Kentucky • Background/non-detect for non-naturally occurring 
constituents 

• Unlimited use/unlimited exposure (UU/UE) 
determination 

• Risk-based cleanup levels (e.g., 
industrial/commercial land use) 

• Management of contaminated media by limiting 
exposure with caps or other engineered structures 
and/or no use restrictions on groundwater where 
applicable 

• Implementation of an environmental covenant and 
management plan which restricts the use of the 
property indefinitely and requires annual inspec-
tions of management controls. 

 

Louisiana • Risk-based cleanup levels (e.g., 
industrial/commercial land use) 

Closure status is granted when all constituents of concern 
levels meet or are below their respective Non-Industrial 
or Industrial limiting standard(s). Note, however, that 
under RECAP, not all limiting standards are risk-based 
(e.g., MCLs, Soil saturation, Water solubility, etc.) 

Michigan • Risk-based cleanup Regulations do not reference “closed.”  Risk based 
cleanup levels are used to determine required remedial 
actions. 
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Table B-3 
 
What criteria does your State use to determine that a federal facility site has been closed? Select all that apply and use the Comments box 
to provide any additional information relevant to your responses. 
 

State Criteria Comments 

Mississippi • Background/non-detect for non-naturally occurring 
constituents 

• Unlimited use/unlimited exposure (UU/UE) 
determination 

• Risk-based cleanup levels (e.g., 
industrial/commercial land use) 

 

Montana • Background/non-detect for non-naturally occurring 
constituents 

• Unlimited use/unlimited exposure (UU/UE) 
determination 

• Risk-based cleanup levels (e.g., 
industrial/commercial land use) 

• See Comments to the right 

*DEQ only uses background levels where the DEQ-
approved background level is higher than the risk-based 
cleanup/screening levels. See ARM 17.55.109. **DEQ 
evaluates whether all requirements of CECRA have been 
met.  This includes, but is not limited to, evaluating the 
protectiveness of the remedy, compliance with 
environmental requirements, criteria, or limitations, and 
other factors, as required by Section 75-10-721, MCA.  
The remedy must be protective of the “reasonably 
anticipated future use” of the property, as defined in 
Section 75-10-701(18), MCA.  The remedy may require 
cleanup to UU/UE, but does not require cleanup to 
UU/UE. 

Nebraska • Background/non-detect for non-naturally occurring 
constituents 

• Unlimited use/unlimited exposure (UU/UE) 
determination 
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Table B-3 
 
What criteria does your State use to determine that a federal facility site has been closed? Select all that apply and use the Comments box 
to provide any additional information relevant to your responses. 
 

State Criteria Comments 

New Jersey • Unlimited use/unlimited exposure (UU/UE) 
determination 

• State promulgated unrestricted use standards have 
been met 

unrestricted use is defined at N.J.A.C. 7:26E and 
remediation Standards can be found at N.J.A.C. 7:26D 

New Mexico • Background/non-detect for non-naturally occurring 
constituents 

• Risk-based cleanup levels (e.g., 
industrial/commercial land use) 

 

New York • Unlimited use/unlimited exposure (UU/UE) 
determination 

• Groundwater contamination associated with the 
site has reached or is approaching State standards 
(on-site and off-site). 

• Vapor intrusion concerns have been investigated 
and addressed and mitigation measures are no 
longer needed. 

 

Oklahoma • Background/non-detect for non-naturally occurring 
constituents 

• Unlimited use/unlimited exposure (UU/UE) 
determination 

• Risk-based cleanup levels (e.g., 
industrial/commercial land use) 
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Table B-3 
 
What criteria does your State use to determine that a federal facility site has been closed? Select all that apply and use the Comments box 
to provide any additional information relevant to your responses. 
 

State Criteria Comments 

Oregon DEQ • Background/non-detect for non-naturally occurring 
constituents 

• Risk-based cleanup levels (e.g., 
industrial/commercial land use) 

• As above; Oregon can use multiple lines of evidence 
including beneficial uses. 

 

Oregon DEQ 
(Cleanup 
Program) 

• Background/non-detect for non-naturally occurring 
constituents 

• Risk-based cleanup levels (e.g., 
industrial/commercial land use) 

DEQ’s Cleanup Program uses a risk-based approach for 
NFA determinations, and use the same evaluation criteria 
for all sites, including federal facilities. The majority of 
federal facilities we work on are DSMOA sites, where we 
have limited control of site outcomes – the component 
may or may not agree to remediate to unrestricted-use 
standards. 

Pennsylvania • Background/non-detect for non-naturally occurring 
constituents 

• Risk-based cleanup levels (e.g., 
industrial/commercial land use) 

• Statewide Health Standards (Residential and Non 
Residential) 

none 

Rhode Island • Unlimited use/unlimited exposure (UU/UE) 
determination 
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Table B-3 
 
What criteria does your State use to determine that a federal facility site has been closed? Select all that apply and use the Comments box 
to provide any additional information relevant to your responses. 
 

State Criteria Comments 

South Carolina • Background/non-detect for non-naturally occurring 
constituents 

• Unlimited use/unlimited exposure (UU/UE) 
determination 

• Risk-based cleanup levels (e.g., 
industrial/commercial land use) 

 

South Dakota • Background/non-detect for non-naturally occurring 
constituents 

• Risk-based cleanup levels (e.g., 
industrial/commercial land use) 

• State standards are met 

 

Tennessee • Background/non-detect for non-naturally occurring 
constituents 

• Unlimited use/unlimited exposure (UU/UE) 
determination 

• Risk-based cleanup levels (e.g., 
industrial/commercial land use) 

RBC Levels - Residential Land Use.  A federal facility has 
to meet residential clean up numbers for soils and MCLs 
for groundwater to be considered closed or no further 
action. 
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Table B-3 
 
What criteria does your State use to determine that a federal facility site has been closed? Select all that apply and use the Comments box 
to provide any additional information relevant to your responses. 
 

State Criteria Comments 

Texas • Background/non-detect for non-naturally occurring 
constituents 

• Unlimited use/unlimited exposure (UU/UE) 
determination 

• Risk-based cleanup levels (e.g., 
industrial/commercial land use) 

Under Texas regulations “closure” of a waste 
management unit or area of concern can be achieved 
under any of the cleanup criteria indicated above.  Under 
TRRP, the Texas risk-based cleanup program, there are 
two closure performance standards, closure without 
physical controls (Remedy Standard A), and closure with 
physical controls (Remedy Standard B). Note that site 
closure to TRRP Remedy Standard A residential land use 
cleanup standards is equivalent to the UU/UE 
determination. 
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Table B-3 
 
What criteria does your State use to determine that a federal facility site has been closed? Select all that apply and use the Comments box 
to provide any additional information relevant to your responses. 
 

State Criteria Comments 

Utah • Risk-based cleanup levels (e.g., 
industrial/commercial land use) 

• The Cleanup and Risk Based Closure Standards rule 
(R315-101) 

The Cleanup and Risk Based Closure Standards rule 
(R315-101) applies to responsible parties involved in the 
management of sites contaminated with hazardous 
waste or hazardous constituents that will not be cleaned 
to background.  It requires that a human health risk 
assessment and an ecological assessment be completed.  
The risk assessment incorporates one or both of the 
following exposure scenarios:  (1) residential or (2) actual 
land use conditions or potential land use conditions 
based upon applicable zoning and future land use 
planning considerations.  Site management criteria are 
based on the results of the human health risk and 
ecological assessments.  Any site that is not eligible for a 
risk-based closure requiring no further action (as 
described in the response to Question 2 above) must be 
managed appropriately.  Appropriate management may 
include corrective action, post-closure care, monitoring, 
deed restrictions, site security, etc.  The rule also 
provides criteria for determining appropriate corrective 
action or site management activities. 
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Table B-3 
 
What criteria does your State use to determine that a federal facility site has been closed? Select all that apply and use the Comments box 
to provide any additional information relevant to your responses. 
 

State Criteria Comments 

Virginia • Background/non-detect for non-naturally occurring 
constituents 

• Unlimited use/unlimited exposure (UU/UE) 
determination 

• Risk-based cleanup levels (e.g., 
industrial/commercial land use) 

 

Wisconsin • Risk-based cleanup levels (e.g., 
industrial/commercial land use) 

• All pathways addressed for soil, groundwater, 
surface water and vapor intrusion 

 

Wyoming • Background/non-detect for non-naturally occurring 
constituents 

• Unlimited use/unlimited exposure (UU/UE) 
determination 
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Table B-4 
 
Has your State ever reopened a closed federal facility site where an issue of protectiveness has arisen.  If Yes, for what reason(s) has 
your State reopened a closed federal facility site? Select all that apply, and provide any information (site name, contaminant, new 
standard, etc.) to clarify your selections in the Comments box. 
 

State Response Reason(s) for Reopening Comments 

Alabama Yes • Previously unidentified release 

• Newly identified potential areas of concern 
based on historical site map. 

Fort Gaines and Fort Morgan – MEC 
discovery Montgomery Air Force Station – 
site inspection revealed groundwater 
contamination Former Brookley Air Force 
Base – Review of historical site map 
indicated probable release points for MEC 
Anniston Army Depot Coosa River Annex – 
UXO discovery 

Alaska No  Comments related to response (No) to 
Question 4:  * I can’t recall any federal 
contaminated sites that had achieved 
“Cleanup Complete” being reopened.  
However, on-going remedies at sites have 
been revised based on protectiveness 
concerns identified during Five-Year-
Reviews. 

Arizona No   

Arkansas No   
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Table B-4 
 
Has your State ever reopened a closed federal facility site where an issue of protectiveness has arisen.  If Yes, for what reason(s) has 
your State reopened a closed federal facility site? Select all that apply, and provide any information (site name, contaminant, new 
standard, etc.) to clarify your selections in the Comments box. 
 

State Response Reason(s) for Reopening Comments 

California No  Based on the definition of “Closed” we have 
not reopened “closed” sites.  We have 
conducted further work on Certified - Land 
Use Restriction sites to change future land 
use, generally at the request of the future 
developer.   California has a regulation 
which requires that Records of Decision 
which select remedies which result in 
hazardous substances being left in place at 
concentrations above those considered 
appropriate for unrestricted use must 
include land use controls.    22 CCR 67391.1 

Delaware No   

Idaho No   

Illinois No   

Indiana No   

Kansas No   

Kentucky Yes • A cap at a Solid Waste Management Unit was 
disturbed at Fort Knox.  It was dug into when 
such action was not approved.  Metals were 
the concern in the soil there. 
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Table B-4 
 
Has your State ever reopened a closed federal facility site where an issue of protectiveness has arisen.  If Yes, for what reason(s) has 
your State reopened a closed federal facility site? Select all that apply, and provide any information (site name, contaminant, new 
standard, etc.) to clarify your selections in the Comments box. 
 

State Response Reason(s) for Reopening Comments 

Louisiana No  Generally, sites may be reopened when land 
use changes or when construction of an 
enclosed space over impacted areas is 
contemplated/proposed. There may be 
other reasons for reopening the closure 
status of a site, including but not limited to, 
new information not previously disclosed 
under the original closure process. 

Massachusetts No   

Michigan Yes • Emerging or new contaminants 

• New exposure pathway 

Although the sites were not “closed”, 
regulatory oversight had ceased.  At the 5 
year review new pathways and new 
contaminants were cited as reasons to 
“reopen” sites. 

Mississippi Yes • Previously unidentified release 

• New or revised cleanup standards 

• Emerging or new contaminants 

• Remedial response actions were determined, 
subsequent to completion of the initial 
closure, to have not met site closeout criteria 

 

Missouri No   

Montana No   

Nebraska No   

New Jersey No   
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Table B-4 
 
Has your State ever reopened a closed federal facility site where an issue of protectiveness has arisen.  If Yes, for what reason(s) has 
your State reopened a closed federal facility site? Select all that apply, and provide any information (site name, contaminant, new 
standard, etc.) to clarify your selections in the Comments box. 
 

State Response Reason(s) for Reopening Comments 

New Mexico No   

New York No   

Oklahoma No   

Oregon DEQ No   

Oregon DEQ 
(Cleanup Program) 

No   

Pennsylvania No   

Rhode Island No  Question not applicable since RIDEM has 
not reopened any sites. 

South Carolina Yes • Previously unidentified release 

• Implementation of land use control/s (LUCs) 

 

South Dakota No   

Tennessee No   
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Table B-4 
 
Has your State ever reopened a closed federal facility site where an issue of protectiveness has arisen.  If Yes, for what reason(s) has 
your State reopened a closed federal facility site? Select all that apply, and provide any information (site name, contaminant, new 
standard, etc.) to clarify your selections in the Comments box. 
 

State Response Reason(s) for Reopening Comments 

Texas Yes • Currently being re-evaluated. At a Texas BRAC installation the current 
landowner has raised concerns that the 
contractor for the military component failed 
to complete closure of various solid waste 
management units due to mis-identifying 
the locations where contaminated soils 
would be addressed by removal actions. 
Previously, in 2008 the State had approved 
closure of these SWMUs to TRRP Remedy 
Standard A residential land use. Recently, 
the current landowner has provided a list of 
SWMUs they believe were mis-identified 
thereby contaminated soils may have been 
left in place.  TCEQ will be submitting a 
request to the component to review this 
information and determine if additional 
response actions are necessary at the areas 
in question. 
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Table B-4 
 
Has your State ever reopened a closed federal facility site where an issue of protectiveness has arisen.  If Yes, for what reason(s) has 
your State reopened a closed federal facility site? Select all that apply, and provide any information (site name, contaminant, new 
standard, etc.) to clarify your selections in the Comments box. 
 

State Response Reason(s) for Reopening Comments 

Utah Yes • New exposure pathway The 700 South 1600 East PCE Plume site, a 
Veteran’s Administration site, was identified 
in the 1990s as a site where PCE had been 
released into ground water; however, there 
were no exposure pathways determined to 
be complete during that investigation.  In 
2010, PCE was discovered at several springs 
located downgradient of the site in 
residential areas. The site was reevaluated 
and placed on the NPL in 2013. 

Virginia No   

Wisconsin No   

Wyoming No   
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Table B-5 
 
What mechanism(s) does your State have to address a closed federal facility site where protectiveness issues have arisen (e.g., State 
regulations, site inspections, public notice, etc.)? 
 

State Response 

Alabama State regulations, site inspections, public notice, ADEM Admin. Code R. 335-13-11 and 335-14 

Alaska Under the Alaska Site Cleanup Rules (18 AAC 75.380) DEC can require additional site characterization 
and/or cleanup if new information becomes available that indicates oil or hazardous substances 
remaining at a site may pose an unacceptable risk to human health, safety, welfare or the environment. 

Arizona Decision Documents 

Arkansas Remedial Action Trust Fund Act (RATFA)...this is the State equivalent to the Federal CERCLA.  Site 
Inspections/Visits  Issue an Order to the Responsible Party 

California State’s Chapter 6.8 of the Health and Safety Code provides the state the authority to require a response 
action.   However, since a “Closed” site does not require a 5-year review, there is no trigger to re-
evaluate “closed” sites when changes in risk occur.  Should an unidentified release be found, Chapter 6.8 
provides the authority to require response. 

Delaware Application of State regulations Application of State Statute Performance of Site Inspections. 

Idaho We have not had this issue yet, but we would work with the federal agency to address the concern and 
conduct a further investigation. 

Illinois We would either initiate an enforcement action under State Authorities identified in the Illinois 
Environmental Protection Act (415 Illinois Compiled Statutes 5/1 et seq.), work through the Federal 
Facility Agreement at listed NPL Federal Facilities, or work through the Dispute Resolution provisions of 
the Defense State Memorandum of Agreement. 

Indiana Commissioner's Order which is an unilateral order requiring specific action to correct a violation 

Kansas Generally this would require a notification or complaint from the public or their elected representatives 
that an unsafe situation exists or potentially exists.  There are no inspections or periodic reviews 
following site closure. 

Kentucky State regulations and site-specific permits. 
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Table B-5 
 
What mechanism(s) does your State have to address a closed federal facility site where protectiveness issues have arisen (e.g., State 
regulations, site inspections, public notice, etc.)? 
 

State Response 

Louisiana Although this has not yet occurred, No Further Action (NFA) Notification Letters generally contain 
verbiage qualifying the nature of the Status being granted (i.e., NFA status is contingent upon no changes 
to land use, or proposed construction of enclosed spaces over areas of impact. Both of these prospects 
are grounds to re-evaluate the closed status of a site.) 

Massachusetts State regulations. 

Michigan If a new contaminant or pathway is discovered then the site is again a “facility” under state law and 
needs to be addressed.  However, there is no systematic mechanism by which previously identified 
facilities that have been restored to “residential” criteria, are reevaluated.  The again need to be 
“discovered.” 

Mississippi State emergency actions; DSMOA; State voluntary program. 

Missouri Spill Bill, RCRA, IAGs, Orders, MOAs, Caveat language in regulatory concurrence letters 
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Table B-5 
 
What mechanism(s) does your State have to address a closed federal facility site where protectiveness issues have arisen (e.g., State 
regulations, site inspections, public notice, etc.)? 
 

State Response 

Montana Under CECRA, Montana DEQ does not conduct formal 5-year reviews or any other reviews of facilities 
that are delisted.  Instead, the facility would have to be identified pursuant to the factors in ARM 
17.55.108, which addresses listing of facilities.  DEQ “may list a facility on the CECRA priority list if the 
department determines there is a confirmed release or substantial threat of a release of a hazardous or 
deleterious substance that may pose an imminent and substantial threat to public health, safety, or 
welfare or the environment.” (5) When evaluating whether to list a facility under (1) and (6), the 
department shall consider the following factors relevant to the facility, if information on such factors is 
known to the department: (a) pathways for human or ecological exposure that: (i) are completed; (ii) 
using science-based evaluation methods acceptable to the department based on site-specific conditions, 
have a potential to be completed; or (iii) otherwise have a reasonable potential to be completed; (b) the 
quantity, concentration, toxicity, or mobility of the hazardous or deleterious substance; (c) the sensitivity 
of the receptor population; (d) documented bioaccumulative characteristics of the hazardous or 
deleterious substances released; (e) established background or naturally occurring concentrations of 
hazardous or deleterious substances; (f) extent of known releases of hazardous or deleterious 
substances; (g) physical characteristics of the facility; (h) actual impacts to state water and impacts to 
state water that, using science-based evaluation methods acceptable to the department based on site-
specific conditions, have a potential to occur; and (i) other relevant factors that indicate actual or 
potential harm or lack of actual or potential harm to public health, safety, or welfare or the 
environment.” 

Nebraska Under DSMOA Joint Execution Plans, the NDEQ has a platform to formally provide oversight, provide 
concurrence and request actions by the Corps of Engineers (COE) on FUDS sites. While we do not have 
authority to require COE to take action on a site, we can usually get the COE to take action by simply 
identifying the state ARARs we want COE to meet.  Occasionally, we get action by threatening to 
withhold our concurrence for selected remedy. Under our DSMOA, we can also invoke formal Dispute 
Resolution to affect an action. 
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Table B-5 
 
What mechanism(s) does your State have to address a closed federal facility site where protectiveness issues have arisen (e.g., State 
regulations, site inspections, public notice, etc.)? 
 

State Response 

New Jersey We do have the State Regulations - Under DSMOA the State would invoke formal dispute resolution.  In 
addition the State of NJ uses the DOD Quarterly Meetings as a platform to discuss/initiate action and/or 
resolve case specific issues that arise when we can't require them to address concerns.  We usually can 
reach resolution. 

New Mexico Permits have reopener clause to address issues if they occur. 

New York State regulations Federal Facility Agreements at some facilities 

Oklahoma State Regulations site inspections 

Oregon DEQ State regulations, existing FFA; LUCs in the form of deed restrictions, public process, etc. 

Oregon DEQ (Cleanup 
Program) 

DEQ’s NFA letters always have a “reopener” clause if new information arises suggesting a site no longer 
meets our risk standards. In cases where sites pose a risk to human health or the environment, we have a 
robust body of statute and rules permitting us site access, access to site data or reports, the ability to 
convene public meetings if there is significant interest, and the ability to require remediation to the point 
where no risks remain – or are managed appropriately. 

Pennsylvania PA State Environmental Statues; which PA environmental statues are applicable depend on the site’s 
history, new information (expl: additional contamination) and/or new/additional remediation’s goals. 

Rhode Island State Regulations 

South Carolina RCRA permits, CERCLA responsibility 

South Dakota State regulations. 

Tennessee For active sites we would use the Tennessee Hazardous Waste permit or other enforceable document. 

Texas Inspections, environmental complaints received by the agency that result in a notice of deficiency to the 
responsible party, general agency announcement about change in cleanup standards, review of post-
response action care reports (PRACR) that indicate the site is no longer protective, Five-Year Reviews 
(same function as PRACR). 
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Table B-5 
 
What mechanism(s) does your State have to address a closed federal facility site where protectiveness issues have arisen (e.g., State 
regulations, site inspections, public notice, etc.)? 
 

State Response 

Utah If a site is being addressed under a State regulatory program (e.g., RCRA) the regulatory agency can 
require corrective action.  For sites with CERCLA federal facility agreements, the state can request 
additional work.  The state can also perform site assessment activities under cooperative agreement with 
EPA. 

Virginia state regulations 

Wisconsin Inspections, submitted facility reports 

Wyoming State regulations 
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Table B-6 
 
Does your State have an electronic database that can specifically filter federal facility sites that are closed under your State's criteria for 
"closed site"? 
 
 Is your database publicly available? If yes, please provide the web address or other information for accessing the database in the 
Comments box. 
 

State 

Electronic 
Database? 
(Yes/No) 

Publically 
available? 
(Yes/No/N/A) Comments 

Alabama No N/A  

Alaska Yes Yes The database is online at http://dec.alaska.gov/spar/csp/db_search.htm.  Note, 
the on-line database doesn’t include a function or report for identifying all 
federal contaminated sites that have achieved Cleanup Complete status.  
Pulling that information would require a separate query run by the 
department. 

Arizona No N/A  

Arkansas Yes Yes RCRA Info, CERCLIS 

California Yes Yes www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov  Select “Advanced Search”, Choose Status = 
Certified, and Project Type = Open Bases and Closed Bases.   A search can 
also be created for FUDS.   Sites found not to have releases will have a Status 
= No Action or No Further Action. 

Delaware Yes Yes www.dnrec.state.de.us/ssd  

Idaho No No  

Illinois No N/A  

Indiana No N/A  

Kansas Yes Yes http://kansas.kdhe.state.ks.us/plsISL/ISL_Pub_Search 

Kentucky No Yes Access may be granted by making a Freedom of Information Act request to 
file room personnel.  The contact person is tina.fisher@ky.gov 

http://dec.alaska.gov/spar/csp/db_search.htm
http://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/
http://www.dnrec.state.de.us/ssd
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Table B-6 
 
Does your State have an electronic database that can specifically filter federal facility sites that are closed under your State's criteria for 
"closed site"? 
 
 Is your database publicly available? If yes, please provide the web address or other information for accessing the database in the 
Comments box. 
 

State 

Electronic 
Database? 
(Yes/No) 

Publically 
available? 
(Yes/No/N/A) Comments 

Louisiana Yes No There are plans to make this information publicly available on the web (no 
specific future date is possible). 

Massachusetts No Yes  

Michigan No N/A  

Mississippi No N/A We do maintain a CERCLA/Uncontrolled Sites list but it is not capable, at this 
time, for filtering federal facilities. 

Missouri Yes No  

Montana Yes Yes MT DEQ currently has an online query which is found at the following 
address: http://svc.mt.gov/deq/OLQS/SRS/Query.aspx. This query can either 
be searched via location or by site name. It is not possible to filter for federal 
facilities. 

Nebraska No N/A  

New Jersey Yes Yes Through Dataminer - www.nj.gov/dep/opra/online.html  

New Mexico No N/A State uses EPA RCRA Info for facility/site status. 

New York No N/A  

Oklahoma Yes No  

Oregon DEQ No Yes http://www.deq.state.or.us/lq/ecsi/ecsi.htm  

Oregon DEQ (Cleanup 
Program) 

No Yes See http://www.deq.state.or.us/lq/ECSI/ecsi.htm  

Pennsylvania Yes Yes http://www.portal.state.pa.us/portal/server.pt/community/tools/6014  

http://svc.mt.gov/deq/OLQS/SRS/Query.aspx
http://www.nj.gov/dep/opra/online.html
http://www.deq.state.or.us/lq/ecsi/ecsi.htm
http://www.deq.state.or.us/lq/ECSI/ecsi.htm
http://www.portal.state.pa.us/portal/server.pt/community/tools/6014
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Table B-6 
 
Does your State have an electronic database that can specifically filter federal facility sites that are closed under your State's criteria for 
"closed site"? 
 
 Is your database publicly available? If yes, please provide the web address or other information for accessing the database in the 
Comments box. 
 

State 

Electronic 
Database? 
(Yes/No) 

Publically 
available? 
(Yes/No/N/A) Comments 

Rhode Island Yes No The data base is not publically available, however, for a fee the public can get 
a listing with addresses for both closed and active sites. The public can view, 
for no fee, any of our files during file review days which are every Tuesday 
and Thursday and make any copies they want of the files. 

South Carolina Yes No RCRAInfo, state website currently being revised 

South Dakota No Yes  

Tennessee No N/A  

Texas No Yes Yes, it is publicly available but doesn’t allow filtering to identify closed sites. 

Utah No N/A  

Virginia No N/A  

Wisconsin No Yes http://dnr.wi.gov/topic/Brownfields/clean.html  

Wyoming No No  
  

http://dnr.wi.gov/topic/Brownfields/clean.html
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Table B-7 
 
What criteria do your database track to identify federal facility sites as closed? 
 

State Criteria 

Alaska • Unlimited use/unlimited exposure (UU/UE) determination 

• Risk-based cleanup levels (e.g., industrial/commercial land use) 

Arkansas • Name/Location/Dates of Events 

• ICs and ECs 

California • Sites are tracked by a “Status” field.  Completed sites will generally have a “No Further Action” or 
“Certified” status depending on whether or not a response action was taken.    DTSC is working on 
upgrades to include cleanup goals and final results. 

Delaware • Risk-based cleanup levels (e.g., industrial/commercial land use) 

Idaho • Unlimited use/unlimited exposure (UU/UE) determination 

Indiana • Virtual File Cabinet - site closure 

Kansas • Site status is "Resolved" 

Louisiana • Attainment of NFA, NFI, COC status;       Sometime in the future, specific site closure details will be 
entered into the database. 

Missouri • Unlimited use/unlimited exposure (UU/UE) determination 

• Regulatory concurrence letters for closure requests 

Montana • Background/non-detect for non-naturally occurring constituents 

• Unlimited use/unlimited exposure (UU/UE) determination 

• Risk-based cleanup levels (e.g., industrial/commercial land use) 

• O&M Status (e.g., if there is a repository at a facility that is currently protective, but requires O&M to 
remain protective, DEQ may change the facility’s priority on the CECRA priority list to “O&M” 

New Jersey • Filtered by DOD federal facilities 

• Manually on list without details 

Oklahoma • management definition 
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Table B-7 
 
What criteria do your database track to identify federal facility sites as closed? 
 

State Criteria 

Oregon DEQ • Risk-based cleanup levels (e.g., industrial/commercial land use) 

• NFA determination or other coding not specific to federal facilities. 

Oregon DEQ 
(Cleanup Program) 

• Background/non-detect for non-naturally occurring constituents 

• Information about long-term controls that may be in place. 

• Posting of key documents about a site, such as RODs/Staff Reports and NFA letters 

Pennsylvania • Background/non-detect for non-naturally occurring constituents 

• Risk-based cleanup levels (e.g., industrial/commercial land use) 

• Safety and Health Standards (SHS) Attainment 

Rhode Island • Unlimited use/unlimited exposure (UU/UE) determination 

South Carolina • Background/non-detect for non-naturally occurring constituents 

• Unlimited use/unlimited exposure (UU/UE) determination 

• Risk-based cleanup levels (e.g., industrial/commercial land use) 

Texas • Date of agency letter approving closure. However, the database may not specify the unit that was closed 
or the standard it was closed 

Wisconsin • Closure letter issued 
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Table B-8 
 
Does your State have the ability to identify closed federal facility sites in some other way (not an electronic database)? If yes, please 
provide additional information in the Comments box. 
 

State Response Comments 

Alabama Yes ADEM Land Division staff institutional knowledge, Formerly Used Defense Sites 
Management Action Plan (FUDSMAP) review, historical file review 

Alaska Yes We have a GIS webmap that is accessible from the same webpage 
(http://dec.alaska.gov/spar/csp/db_search.htm) that shows the location and status of 
contaminated sites throughout the state.  Viewing the location of specific federal 
facilities allows one to see the location of individual sites that have been entered in the 
database and basic summary reports are accessible for each site. 

Arizona Yes None of our facilities are closed but would imagine it would be based on the required 
documentation through the CERCLA process. 

Arkansas No  

California No  

Delaware No  

Idaho No  

Illinois Yes Through institutional knowledge (a dangerous methodology at best) and the use of 
electronic site summary – site status documents.  A site information database did exist 
at one time, but it is no longer accessible. 

Indiana No  

Kansas Yes This would require a file search for letters concurring with NDAI and/or 
project/property closeout 

Kentucky Yes Conducting a review of related corrective action documents in our state database may 
be performed.  The database itself will not tell whether a site is closed or not, but by 
reviewing paperwork within the database one may determine the status. 

http://dec.alaska.gov/spar/csp/db_search.htm
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Table B-8 
 
Does your State have the ability to identify closed federal facility sites in some other way (not an electronic database)? If yes, please 
provide additional information in the Comments box. 
 

State Response Comments 

Louisiana Yes Although our TEMPO database elements are not publicly available, the status of a 
facility or a site within a facility might be determined by consulting the Department’s 
Electronic Document Management System (EDMS), at: 
http://edms.deq.louisiana.gov/app/doc/querydef.aspx. Each site is assigned an Agency 
Interest (AI) number, and the site administrative record is filed under than number. If 
the site number is not known, it may be found by a search, using either site name or 
address, then searching the documents results list for terms such as ‘NFA’, ‘NFI’, or 
‘COC’ or those elements of these acronyms spelled out. 

Massachusetts No  

Michigan No  

Mississippi Yes Through continued efforts of Tiered Partnering relationships with services and DSMOA.  
Each service/facility provides regular updates to their environmental management 
plan/exit strategies. 

Missouri Yes File reviews. 

Montana Yes While not efficient, we could look through our paper records and determine if the 
facility was both a federal facility and delisted. 

Nebraska Yes We regularly receive project phase tables from the COE, which show open/closed 
status, including agency concurrence for all of Nebraska FUDS sites. These table are in 
simple Excel format, not currently amenable to being converted into a database. 

New Jersey Yes Conduct a file review after initially identifying through our database. 

New Mexico No  

New York Yes While 'closure' in this sense is not tracked in our electronic database, with some effort 
we could identify operable units at federal facilities which no longer have site 
management activities and do not require periodic reviews or IC/EC certifications. 

Oklahoma Yes institutional memory 

http://edms.deq.louisiana.gov/app/doc/querydef.aspx
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Table B-8 
 
Does your State have the ability to identify closed federal facility sites in some other way (not an electronic database)? If yes, please 
provide additional information in the Comments box. 
 

State Response Comments 

Oregon DEQ No Not usually or only through direct contact/inquiry in some instances. 

Oregon DEQ (Cleanup 
Program) 

Yes For DSMOA FUDS, possibly through the Corps of Engineers’ FUDSMIS site. However, we 
have no links from our state web pages to any FUDS database. 

Pennsylvania Yes At this time, PA law requires DEP regional offices to maintain paper documentation of 
any site (including federal facilities) cleanup within their respective regions; however PA 
is transitioning to electronic storage, which allows for additional electronic searches of 
those sites. 

Rhode Island Yes Through the data base RIDEM can filter for LOCs & NFAs and then manually pick out the 
federal sites. 

South Carolina Yes Agency file system 

South Dakota No  

Tennessee No  

Texas Yes Review of Agency central records, direct contact with agency staff including the agency 
project manager if that facility is still actively managed. 

Utah No The State can search the electronic or hard copy files for records that have been 
submitted or sent relating to specific facilities, but there is no established protocol for 
identifying closed federal facilities. 

Virginia No  

Wisconsin No  

Wyoming Yes Archival records 
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Table B-9 
 
Does your State have plans to develop/update a database or other mechanisms that can track the types of closed federal facility sites 
identified in this information request? If yes, please provide additional information in the Comments box. 
 

State Response Comments 

Alabama No ADEM does not have plans to develop a database at this time. 

Alaska No None planned at this time, but database improvements will occur over time. 

Arizona No  

Arkansas No  

California Yes DTSC has been working on an upgrade to EnviroStor to track cleanup decisions made and results of 
response actions.  Currently we can only track by “Status”.   Upgrades have been delayed by funding 
and competing priorities. 

Delaware No  

Idaho No  

Illinois Yes We are trying to prioritize the recovery/recreation of our database information but resource 
limitations have prevented us from doing so at present. 

Indiana No  

Kansas No  

Kentucky No  

Louisiana Yes As mentioned above, there are plans to update the Departmental database with site closure 
information. 

Massachusetts Yes  

Michigan No  

Mississippi No  

Missouri No  

Montana No Not applicable, as we already have this database 

Nebraska No That said, we would be happy to share, upon request, the tables mentioned in previous response 
which the Corps provides us. 

New Jersey No  

New Mexico No State uses EPA RCRA Info for facility/site status. 
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Table B-9 
 
Does your State have plans to develop/update a database or other mechanisms that can track the types of closed federal facility sites 
identified in this information request? If yes, please provide additional information in the Comments box. 
 

State Response Comments 

New York No  

Oklahoma Yes improvements to currents current database with geospatial data incorporated 

Oregon DEQ No Lack of federal facilities in Oregon has not made this a priority. 

Oregon DEQ 
(Cleanup 
Program) 

No  

Pennsylvania No none 

Rhode Island No  

South Carolina Yes RCRAInfo is routinely updated; State database (when it begins working again) will be updated 
regularly 

South Dakota No  

Tennessee Yes We are in the beginning stages of developing a program to track all sites that enter into any state 
program the Department administers. 

Texas No  

Utah No The State has no current plans to develop a database, but might do so in the future, as needed. 

Virginia No  

Wisconsin No  

Wyoming No Don't know. 
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Table B-10 
 
Additional comments relevant to this study 
 

State Comments 

Idaho We treat federal facilities like any other site in the state that has ICs and those are entered into a data base. 

Louisiana By and large, once a site has received NFA, NFI, COC status, it retains the status, so long as conditions do not 
change. Site status is generally not revisited on account of changes to promulgated cleanup standards or 
emerging contaminants. However, each case must be evaluated upon its own merits. 

Oregon DEQ 
(Cleanup Program) 

Overall, federal facilities are a minor part of Oregon’s Cleanup Program, with the one exception of the Umatilla 
Army Depot site – there are not as many of them here as I suspect there are in other states. 

Rhode Island The Rhode Island data base contains all sites in the State. It was not set up to filter a specific type of site, i.e., 
private, public or federal. All sites are treated the same irrespective of who the PRP is. 

Texas It should be noted that sites at Texas federal facilities are not tracked any differently than non-federal sites 
within agency databases. However, the partnerships established under the Texas DSMOA program, and Dept. of 
Energy Agreement in Principle (AIP) do provide additional lines of communication with these federal agencies 
including access to site information located in databases maintained by the federal agencies (i.e., 
http://afcec.publicadmin-record.us.af.mil/  

 

http://afcec.publicadmin-record.us.af.mil/

